
 

 

Mythology 

 

French Toast and why we have to buy milk, bread, 

and eggs before a snowstorm. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PROLOGUE 

 

When a call for snow is broadcast to the populace, the reaction across the land is the 

same.  The masses hurriedly gather together dozens of eggs, gallons of milk, and loaves 

of bread.  But why?  Why is our instinctual urge to purchase the main ingredients to 

French Toast at the first call of even trace amounts of snow? 

The answer can be tracked back to a time before Facebook, supermarkets, 

pasteurization, Doppler radar, and monotheism.  The story of why we gather milk, bread 

and eggs before a snowstorm, begins in ancient Rome during the time when gods and 

mortal man walked together. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

PART 1 

The Recipe 

 

S hortly after Ops, goddess of agriculture, gave birth to Jupiter, she went to her husband, 

Saturn, God of Time.  Ops went to her husband in dire need of a recipe worthy to feed to her 

new born, and soon to be King of the Gods, Jupiter.  Birthing the King of the Gods, as one might 

imagine, was no small feat. There are whispers of legend that Ops had a serious case of Post-

Partum Depression, but that is a story for another day.  No, this day, Ops implored her husband 

to find her something to feed to their son so that he could grow strong for when he was ready to 

smite mortals, impregnate random women, and rule his godly brethren. 

Saturn turned to his mother, Gaia for answers.  Gaia laughed at her son.  Oh how had her son, 

the Titan, had fallen under the spell of demands from his raging wife.  Surely Saturn, busy with 

overseeing the Titans and the Earth Kingdom was far too busy to be bothered by the trifles of his 

wife.  But Gaia could see the desperation in her son’s eyes.  He had not slept in millennia.  So 

mother told her son about a recipe created by Eventus Bonus, Roman god of good harvest.  A 

recipe worthy of her grandson’s godly palate.  Saturn extolled his disbelief in his mother’s words.  

Certainly, if one of his gods had such a delicacy, it would have passed through his own kitchen.  

Gaia scolded her son for his contempt.  She explained Eventus Bonus’ hesitation to share his 

recipe with the Pantheon because his recipe for nectar had been shared amongst all.  Soon 

every god had his nectar.  Even the mortals had made his nectar. Eventus Bonus had wished to 

keep his new recipe his own and would go so far as to keep it veiled even from Saturn’s all 

seeing eyes. 

Gaia packed her son a nectar sandwich and sent him to see Bonus.  Gaia also assured her wary 

son she would pay a visit to her daughter-in-law.  From this visit, the first rift between mother-in-

law and daughter-in-law would form, but just as with Ops’ PPD that is a story for another day. 

Saturn left his mother’s home. As fast as his godly legs could move him, he made his way to 

Eventus Bonus’ bistro for the recipe that would feed his son and get the king of the Time some 

much needed rest. 

 

 

 



PART 2 

Ambrosia 

 

 

C harged with anxiousness and urgency, Saturn opened the door to the bistro with a 

deafening thunderbolt.  The Titan had neither called ahead for reservations nor had he any time 

for pleasantries.  Eventus Bonus met his king in a worried rush.  Saturn explained his situation to 

the god of good harvest and expounded on what his mother had just told him about Eventus’ 

secret recipe. 

Eventus Bonus, recognizing the desperation in his lord’s eyes and the crackling thunderbolt 

waiting to be hurled at his person by his lord, whisked Saturn in to his chambers.  Written neatly 

on a roll of paper was the recipe for what Eventus had named Ambrosia.  Ambrosia, which has 

etymological roots in ‘death’ or ‘lost’, was so named because upon putting it to your lips, it was 

like a god had died and got lost in heaven. 

The recipe read: 

 “Another Sweet Dish from the desk of Eventus Bonus.  Ambrosia.  Break the finest white bread.  Remove all traces of vile 

crust from the untarnished bread.  Soak the pieces in a mixture of milk, beaten eggs, and other spices the smited mortals 

have gathered for us on their journey’s to the Middle East.  Fry the soaked pieces in oils from the finest mortal sacrificial 

offerings that week.  Cook until the pieces have a hue akin to Mercury’s locks.  Cover in nectar. Enjoy” 

The minor Roman god of good harvest handed the recipe to Saturn.   

Saturn turned and left the bistro with recipe in hand but not before he launched a crackling 

thunderbolt in to Eventus Bonus hind end; his punishment for withholding such a magical recipe. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



PART 3 

Time to Eat 

O n his way home, Saturn stopped to gather the ingredients for Ambrosia from his mortal 

followers.  He arrived on Earth and chose the finest bread, milk from the best cow, and eggs 

from the best chickens, making sure any mortal who disapproved was the recipient of his 

thunderbolts and scythe.  He gathered the necessary ingredients and left the mortals.  The lord 

of the Titans also went to see the goddess Flora.  Her bouquets were legendary and considering 

how long Saturn had been away from his wife and children, a godly arrangement of flowers 

couldn’t hurt. 

Saturn burst through the doors to his house.  He had returned triumphant. Surely Ops would 

cease her crying when she laid eyes on what her husband had brought for her. 

Saturn showed his wife the recipe (not before he handed her the flowers however) and told her 

of Ambrosia.  Ops wiped away her tears.  The recipe did sound divine but after having Gaia visit 

and dealing with Jupiter, Ops was in no mood to cook.  She instructed her husband to go make 

the Ambrosia.  The God of Time, lord of the Titans laughed so hard that the skies shook.  It was 

not his place to cook anything.   

Saturn spent more time in his kitchen looking for the necessary utensils than he thought possible 

(even the God of Time knows better than to cross his wife).  His other sons, Neptune and Pluto 

were meticulously cutting the crust from the white bread and cracking eggs.  Soon the Ambrosia 

was sizzling in their cooking kiln.  When the Ambrosia finished, Saturn plated the pieces and got 

his nectar.  But to the Titan’s dismay, Pluto had returned the nectar to his storage with only a 

small amount left, only enough for one plate of Ambrosia.  Saturn made sure his negligent son 

learned the error of his ways by swallowing his son. 

Saturn scrambled to find something else to put on the pieces of Ambrosia.  Neptune suggested 

to his worried father he put on the Snow Sugar Venus had given to Ops. The sweet white powder 

was loved by many a god (as was Venus) and might make a suitable substitute for nectar.  

The Titan was out of options. The God of Time was out of time. He grabbed the Snow Sugar and 

sprinkled it on the other pieces.  He took the Ambrosia to his wife who was with their newborn 

son Jupiter in their sleeping quarters.  Jupiter was already learning how to sling thunderbolts.  The 

room looked as though Giants had run amok in it.  Ops looked worse.   

Saturn quickly put the Ambrosia in front of his wife and child.  Jupiter got the pieces with the 

nectar.  Ops the pieces with Venus’ Snow Sugar. 

Mother and child ate.  The room seemed to calm down.  Jupiter ate his fill as did Ops (although 

she made sure to scold her husband for not having enough nectar).  The gods were happy.  

Their stomachs were full.   



PART 4 

Jupiter’s Appetite 

 

W hen Jupiter reached the age of a thousand years old (18 by mortal standards) he had 

become the ruler of the Pantheon.  He had gotten his brothers and sisters back by making 

Saturn, his father, throw them back up.  With the help of his siblings, the fifty headed monsters, 

and Prometheus, Jupiter overthrew Saturn and claimed the Earth as his kingdom. 

Jupiter was quick with a thunderbolt and even quicker to dine on his favorite meal, Ambrosia.  

He ruled over the mortals harshly.  He demanded weekly sacrifices and offerings of milk, bread, 

and eggs from man.  He needed milk, bread, and eggs because the Pantheon was devoid of 

cows, chickens, and mortals. Jupiter craved Ambrosia. To have Ambrosia, he needed the 

ingredients. His appetite for these things went on for years. 

And so it was, during Jupiter’s rule, the gods ate like, gods.  Jupiter also made sure to keep the 

recipe for Ambrosia from the mortals.  He allowed only the mortals to smell the aromas as they 

wafted down from the heavens.  Jupiter rejoiced with his Ambrosia. He grew large and powerful. 

He laughed as he drizzled his sweet nectar onto his Ambrosia. 

Angered over Jupiter’s insatiable appetite for livestock sacrifices and the constant plucking of 

their food staples, the mortals asked for a meeting with the King of the Gods.   

Jupiter, amused by their request, granted time to the mortals.  He called on Prometheus.  

Prometheus had assisted Jupiter in overthrowing the Titans and now served as Jupiter’s 

concierge.  He instructed Prometheus to schedule a time and place to listen to the feeble 

asking’s of man.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



PART 5 

The Trick of Mecone 

 

T he gathering of the humans and Jupiter had been set.  It would take place at Mecone.  

Mecone was known for its spacious dining areas and for the best Ambrosia in the Pantheon. 

Prometheus would oversee the settling of accounts between Jupiter and the mortals.  Apicius 

was to be the mortals’ spokesman. 

The mortals gathered at Mecone before Jupiter arrived.  Jupiter appeared with a flash from a 

lightning bolt and the roar of thunder.  He towered over the mortals.  His imposing figure instantly 

spread doubt amongst the gathered mortals. 

The king of the gods sat at the head of the table.  To his right was Prometheus.  Apicius was the 

closest mortal sitting next to Jupiter.  Prometheus explained the guidelines to the settling of 

accounts.  Jupiter would hear from the mortals.  Then, it would be Jupiter’s turn to speak.  The 

mortals were warned Jupiter could, at any moment; lash out in a hail of thunderbolts.  After 

Jupiter finished his Ambrosia, the meeting would begin. 

Unbeknownst to Jupiter, Prometheus had other plans for this day.  After Jupiter took control, he 

banished Atlas to forever hold up the Earth on his shoulders.  Atlas was the brother of 

Prometheus and this did not sit well with Prometheus.  So during the settling of accounts, 

Prometheus planned to steal the recipe for Ambrosia and give it to the mortal Apicius. 

While Jupiter and the mortals spoke on the guidelines of sacrifices, Prometheus slipped quietly in 

to the kitchen of Mecone.  He snatched the recipe, originally written down by Eventus Bonus 

and given to Jupiter’s father Saturn.  He had also seen to destroying all other copies prior to the 

meeting. 

Meanwhile, Jupiter set the precedent for future sacrifices; henceforth, humans would keep the 

meat from their livestock for themselves and burn the bones wrapped in fat as an offering to the 

gods.  Angered by the mortal Apicius’ cunning negotiating skills, Jupiter would hide fire from 

humans in retribution.  

The settling of accounts was over.  Mankind would get the sacrificial guidelines they wanted but 

in return for their fire.  Jupiter gave the fire to Prometheus, who still had the recipe scroll hidden.  

Jupiter tasked his concierge to take the fire with him, away from man.  Jupiter would get it from 

Prometheus later.  He wanted to have another helping of Ambrosia before he left Mecone. 

Prometheus took the fire from the king of the gods, and the hidden recipe scroll, and left Jupiter.  

Wrapped in a giant fennel-stalk, Prometheus took the fire and recipe scroll back to Earth where 

he gave them both to Apicius. 



PART 6 

Lost Bread 

P rometheus returned to the Pantheon.  He had gotten his revenge on Jupiter for what 

Jupiter had done to Atlas.  Mankind now had their fire back and they had the recipe for 

Ambrosia. 

When Prometheus got back to his home, standing in the room was Jupiter.  His eyes were 

burning with seething anger.  His hands hissed with the sounds of lightning forming into powerful 

thunderbolts.  Prometheus had been found out.  Jupiter discovered the recipe for Ambrosia had 

been stolen.  After the first three thunderbolts, the workers at Mecone gladly gave Jupiter 

Prometheus’ name. 

Jupiter, filled with anger at his concierge, banished Prometheus to eternal punishment.  He was 

chained to a rock in Caucasus where an eagle would eat his liver every day, only for 

Prometheus’ immortality to regenerate over night to make sure it happened over and over.  

Today, the word ‘caucus’ is typically associated with a meeting between a legislative party to 

coordinate policy, which is very similar to having an eagle eat your liver out day after day. 

Prometheus’ sacrifice to mankind was not in vain.  Apicius, upon receiving both the fire and the 

recipe for Ambrosia, immediately distributed both to all mortal men.  Soon all of mankind was 

enjoying Ambrosia.  The smell from Earth wafted upwards toward the Pantheon further burning 

Jupiter’s rage.   

The name Ambrosia was quickly changed as well.  Taking from Ambrosia’s root meaning, 

‘death’ and ‘lost’, mankind renamed Ambrosia, ‘Pain Perdu’, or ‘Lost Bread’.  This was done as a 

final gesture of mockery towards Jupiter now that he had lost his precious Ambrosia. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



PART 7 

Snowstorms, Milk, Bread, and Eggs 

 

J upiter unable to control his anger tried to wrestle away all ingredients away from the 

humans.  Because he was so blinded with rage he arrival was preceded with the skies turning 

dark.  Storm clouds would blanket the Earth dropping snow and ice on to the mortals.   

Realizing the king of the gods was approaching to seize their milk, bread, and eggs to make his 

Ambrosia, the mortals would quickly collect all the milk, bread, and eggs from around their farms 

before the snow and ice could fall.  Man thereby ensured not only would Jupiter have no 

ingredients for himself but so they would also, while being trapped in their houses until the snow 

melted, be able to enjoy their Pain Perdu or as it had now been colloquially known as, Roman 

Bread. 

This went on for years.  Jupiter would rain down on the Earth with snow, ice, and sleet and man 

would amass their Roman Bread ingredients as the clouds darkened. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



PART 8  

French Toast 

R oman Bread would go on to find its way to the shores of other countries.  Soon people from 

all over would be eating the former food of the gods.  However, it was not until Roman Bread 

arrived in France that it would become a global delicacy.  The French, known for their innate 

cooking abilities, added their own twists and ingredients to Roman Bread.  The French even 

went so far as to rename it again.  It was now called French Toast, nee Ambrosia, nee Pain 

Perdu, nee Roman Bread. 

We find French Toast in America’s kitchens because of the influence the French had on both 

England and America.  Our language and words has many derivatives of the French language. 

Other aspects of the French culture, chiefly their cuisine, made their way to America as well (i.e. 

French fries, French bread, and crepes). And especially French Toast. 

Today, at the first call of snow, we find ourselves rushing to the stores for our milk, bread, and egg 

just as the ancient Romans did before Jupiter arrived.  While many do not make French Toast 

with the ingredients, one cannot help but to wonder if that urge to buy milk, bread, and eggs, at 

the expense of our patience, passivity, and common sense, before a snowstorm, is not spurned 

on by an ancient need to keep the ingredients for Ambrosia away from Jupiter? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The End 

 

 


